
DECISION™

Decision™ is designed by the design duo Pelikan Design. It is created with 
receptions, meetings and waiting areas in mind. Like ideas the Decision 
units can be combined to produce create results. The design is built around 
three basic units and a set of armrests that allows for countless combinations 
making chairs, circular or curved sofa solutions with different back heights 
and armrest possibilities.

With its many functions and possible combinations Decision represents the 
essence of Pelican Design’s way of designing. It is functional minimalism. 
The furniture is simple, yet functional as it can be combined into the perfect 
seating area for any space. When creating a Decision furniture only the 
imagination sets the limit. 



403: 4 seater sofa w. arms and triangular cushions, curved unit
404: 4 seater sofa w. arms and trangular cushions, curved unit
405: 4 s. sofa, arms, trangular cushions, curved unit, insert table
406: 4 seater sofa without arms, 2 insert tables
407: 4 seater sofa without arms

Standard units
100: Sofa unit, straight back
200: Sofa unit, wide back
300: Sofa unit, narrow back
400: Arm, low, left
500: Arm, low, right

600: Triangular cushions

100: 60 cm x 75 cm
200: 50 cm/79 cm x 75 cm
300: 79 cm/50 cm x 75 cm
400/500: 10 cm x 75 cm
Table S1: Ø35 cm 

UPHOLSTERY
The upholstery is available in the Kvadrat fabrics Fame, Tonus, Topas, 
Hallingdal, Divina, Steelcut Trio and Comfort from Gabriel. The leather 
includes Classic, Natural, and Elegance.

WARRANTY 
Standard goods have warranty for five years against manufacturing defects 
(i.e. materials and design). The warranty does not cover leather and other 
fabrics ordered as customers own or special material. Normal wear and 
tear and damage of covers are not covered by the warranty. Fritz Hansen 
offer up to 10 years limited warranty if the products are registered online  
at fritzhansen.com/my-republic. The warranty for wicker, rugs and lamps  
is 2 years.

DESIGN
Pelikan Design, 1986

DESCRIPTION
Easy chairs and sofas designed by Pelikan Design, manufactured by  
Fritz Hansen. 

The upper part is a bearing tube construction moulded in foam and uphol-
stered with fabric or leather. The seat has no-sag springs. The foam is fire 
retardant and has different level of hardness in the seat and back unit. The 
armrests consist of a metal frame moulded in foam and they can be used 
as end or insert arms. The triangular cushion in foam is fastened to the seat 
unit. The front legs are matt chromed steel with black ferrules of synthetic 
material. The rear legs are black synthetic material. The table has 1 leg in 
matt chromed steel with black leg ferrules. It is an integral part of the sofa 
between or at the end of the units or it is separate. The separate table has 
a plate foot of matt chromed steel.

VARIATIONS & DIMENSIONS 
To illustrate the curve, we refer to our price list.
101: Easy chair with arms and triangular cushions
102: Easy chair without arms and wide back
103: Easy chair without arms and narrow back
201: 2 seater sofa with arms and wedge-shaped cushions
202: 2 seater sofa with arms and wedge-shaped, curved unit
203: 2 seater sofa with 2 end tables
204: 2 seater sofa with 2 end tables, curved unit
301: 3 seater sofa with arms and triangular cushion
302: 3 seater sofa with arms and triangular, curved unit
303: 3 seater sofa w. arms and triangular cushions, curved unit
304: 3 seater sofa w. arms and triangular cushions, curved unit
307: 3 seater sofa without arms 
401: 4 seater sofa w. arms and triangular cushions
402: 4 seater sofa w. arms and triangular cushions, curved unit

Pelikan Design partnered by Niels Gammelgaard, born in 1944 and Lars 
Mathiesen, born 1950. They are both architects specializing in industrial 
design. They favour functional and unpretentious idioms that are minimalist, 
yet expressive. Characteristic of Gammelgaard and Mathiesen is that they 
work very broadly in many different areas without losing sight of the issue. 
For Fritz Hansen they have designed the Decision™ and the Wing™ Screen 
Wall Series as well as the Plano™ Table Series.
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FRITZHANSEN.COM

Fritz Hansen A/S ® - This documentation and the products and desig- 
nations therein are protected by law, including the Danish Copyright Act, 
Trademark Act and Marketing Practices Act, and may not be used without 
prior written authority from Fritz Hansen A/S. Legal proceedings may be 
instituted against any parties breaching the rights of Fritz Hansen A/S. 

HEADQUARTERS
DENMARK - Allerød 

SHOWROOMS 
DENMARK - Copenhagen / HOLLAND - Amsterdam / ITALY - Milan / 
JAPAN - Tokyo / NORWAY - Oslo / SWEDEN - Stockholm /  
UNITED KINGDOM - London / U.S.A. - New York 


